ExpressExtension.com--E-file a Tax Extension in Less Than 10 Minutes for Less Than 10 Bucks!
E-file a Tax Extension with ExpressExtension.com--it's the Best Combination of Tax Savvy Professionalism
and Value-Based Pricing Anywhere! Quick, Easy, Affordable, IRS Authorized.
ExpressExtension.com makes tax extensions easy with their simple and secure e-filing program. Express
Extension is an authorized IRS e-file provider, serving the entire country. With Express Extension, users
can e-file a personal or business tax extension in less than 10 minutes, for less than 10 bucks!
-The deadline for filing a tax extension is rapidly approaching--April 15 is this week! With
ExpressExtension.com, users can e-file a six month extension quickly and easily. Seriously, watch the
walk-through video with this release or on the Express Extension site. The whole process--from sign-up
to transmit--takes just a few minutes. Plus, Express Extension offers the lowest price in the industry.
-Express Extension has tons of contextual help and support windows to guide users through the process.
Other tax extension programs expect users to know what every form means; Express Extension spells it
out, and makes it easy. Their site is intuitive, simple, and low on confusing tax jargon.
Here's how it works:
•
Users quickly create an account by clicking Sign In at ExpressExtension.com
•
They input their basic tax information into Express Extensions' easy-to-use program, filled with
helpful windows and contextual support
•
The program walks them through the process and checks for errors
•
A couple of clicks later and their tax extensions is sent to the IRS
-Express Extension is safe and secure. Their site is encrypted and monitored 24 hours a day.
-ExpressExtension.com is owned and operated in Rock Hill. You can email, chat with, or call them any
time. No 800 numbers or automated robot voices; real people, in this country.
A bit about e-filing
Millions of people e-file their tax extensions every year. The IRS has a digital initiative--a push to get up
to 80 percent of their forms online--and tax extensions are included in that. E-filing a federal personal
tax extension with Form 4868 is quick and easy. A tax extension extends the time to file, not to pay taxes
(if they are owed). ExpressExtension.com can aid you in e-filing your federal personal or business tax
extensions.
###
For more information contact Austin Light at 704-234-6005 or visit www.ExpressExtension.com

